
NAMING CONVENTION STANDARDS  
FOR EMPLOYEE NAME  

 
Modern DCPDS Naming Convention 

 
CONVERTED RECORDS. 
Names converted from Legacy to Modern DCPDS did so with upper/lower case format and followed OPM 
naming convention. 
. 
For those records that have a suffix (JR, SR, III, etc.), you will see their record displayed as follows:   
 

 
 
 
Note:  Last name displayed and separated by a comma and one space if the employee has a suffix (JR, 
SR, III, etc).  The suffix will be in all upper case; JR, SR, III, etc. Since legacy did not use special 
characters such as apostrophes and hyphens, names like ONEAL will appear without the apostrophe.  
 
 



 
 
 
New Applicants 
 
New Applicants created in Modern DCPDS should be input into the People screen as 
follows:  

1. Names must be input in upper/lower case.  
 

2. Apostrophes and hyphens can be used when building the applicant‘s name. Example: O’Neal or 
Jackson-Ruiz. These special characters will be stripped when sending payroll transactions to DFAS.  

 
3. Last names with a suffix (JR, SR, III, etc.) will be input as indicated below.  Last name and suffix 

are to be separated by a comma and one space. Note: you may enter the suffix in either all upper or 
upper/lower case. 

 

 
 
 
Note 1:  In this example, Middle Name was input as Edward.  A middle initial could also be used in this 
data field. If the employee has no middle name or initial this field will be left blank. On official 
documents you will see NMN printed after the employee’s first name when there is no middle initial or 
name. 
Example: HAHN, JR, JOHN NMN 
 
Note 2: Data fields Title, Prefix, and Suffix are not used and should remain blank.   
 
Note 3: Applicant records that flowed from Resumix through the interface with a value (JR, SR, etc) in 
the Trailer field will populate the suffix field. Since this field is not used by Oracle make sure you re-enter 
this data into the proper field, Last name. 
 



  
Names will be displayed on Oracle screens as:  Zedeker, Jr, Thomas Edward 
 
 

  
 



Official Personnel Documents 
 
 
 
OPM’s Guide to Processing Personnel Actions, Chapter 3,  Subchapter 1, Para 1-2., 
Employee Name, describes the MDCPDS naming convention. 
 
Below is except from referenced Chapter: 
 
Chapter 3. General Instructions for Processing Personnel Actions 
Subchapter 1. General Instructions 
1-2 Employee Name  
  a.  Name Used.  The general rule on use of a name on an employee’s records is consistency: show the 
employee’s name in the same way on all Government records.  The name to record on official personnel records 
for an appointee is the name commonly used in the community where the appointee resides, for example, the 
name entered on application papers and used for social security records, driver’s license, income tax purposes, 
and bank accounts.  If application papers reflect a nickname enclosed in parentheses or quotation marks, it is not 
considered part of the employee’s name for personnel records. 
 b.  Recording employee’s name.   The name is recorded on the Official Personnel Folder and on 
Notifications of Personnel Action in the following manner: 
 
 LAST NAME [comma] SUFFIX (Jr., Sr.)[comma] [space]FIRST NAME or INITIAL [space]MIDDLE 
NAME(s) or initial(s) 
 
Examples: 
 DOE, Jr., JOHN NMN 
 MARTIN, M. CATHERINE 
 O’REILLY, JOHN F.X. 
 MARTINEZ-SANDOVAL, MARIA ELENA 
 
 When a personnel document asks for a middle name or initial, and the employee has no middle name or 
initial, enter “NMN.” Record apostrophes and hyphens of spaces between double names only as used by the 
employee.  Do not use titles, such as “Mr.” “Ms.,” “Miss,” “Dr.,” and “Professor,” on Notifications of Personnel 
Action or on the Official Personnel Folder. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
On official personnel documents such as SF50s name will be displayed in all uppercase. There will be a comma 
after the last name and after the suffix if applicable. If there is an initial in the middle name then there will be a 
period following it. 
Example: ZEDEKER, JR, THOMAS E.     (Example: with an initial) 
                ZEDEKER, JR, THOMAS EDWARD   
  
 
 
 
 



The RPA will display the name the same as the DCPDS People screen. 
Last Name: Zedeker, Jr 
First Name: Thomas 
Middle Name: Edward 
 



Sorting of Names 
It is important that users follow the established standard so that names are sorted properly in the “List of 
Values” drop down list. Drop down lists are sorted all uppercase first, then all upper/lower case, then all lower 
case. A name that is all upper case like “ALEXANDER” will not be sorted with the same name spelled in 
upper/lower case like “Alexander”. When searching for names it is important to understand that names may 
appear in different areas of the drop down list.   
 
Note: It is easier and faster to find an individual by searching on their social security number instead of 
name. 
 

   

 
 



RESUMIX 
Example 1 Using Decision/Accept with an applicant that has no suffix/trailer: 
This is the information that flowed from Resumix using “Decision/Accept” to HR.  Because the individual’s 
name was in all upper case, it will have to be fixed after it flows to Modern DCPDS. See screen shots below. 
 

 
 
This is how the People screen will appear once the applicant flows over to Modern DCPDS.  
Note the name is in all upper case. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



You must change the name to upper/lower case in Modern DCPDS before doing any processing. 
This screen displays the name after the clerk has changed the record to upper/lower case. 
 

 
 



Example 2 Using “Decision Accept” with a suffix/trailer:  
This applicant has data in the First, Middle, Last and Trailer fields.    
The Trailer field will flow through the interface process with the other data items, but is not used in the Suffix 
field in Modern DCPDS. The clerk must re-input this data in the last name field in Modern DCPDS. 
 

 
 
 
Below is an example of a record that flowed from Resumix into Modern DCPDS with a Trailer. The Suffix field 
is grayed out, so the data “JR” must be re-entered into the Last name field. When the clerk changes this record 
to upper/lower case they must also change the last name field to “Foster, JR”.  
 
 

 
 



PARIS  
Note: SF50s printed out of PARIS will look different from the SF50s printed out of Modern DCPDS. The 
employee name will be displayed as: 
ZEDEKER, THOMAS EDWARD         (This example had no suffix) 
ZEDEKER, JR THOMAS EDWARD    (This example had a suffix) 
ZEDEKER, JR THOMAS E                    (This example had a suffix and a middle initial) 
 
 
NAME CHANGE – NOA 780 
Once an applicant is processed to an employee the only way to correct the name is to do a “Name Change”, 
NOA 780.    
 
 
 


